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Realm Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers
When Wayland North
brings rain to a region
that's been dry for over
ten years, he's promised
anything he'd like as a
reward. He chooses the
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village elder's daughter,
sixteen-year-old Sydelle
Mirabel, who is a skilled
weaver and has an
unusual knack for
repairing his magical
cloaks. Though Sydelle
has dreamt of escaping
her home, she's hurt that
her parents relinquish her
so freely and finds herself
awed and afraid of the
slightly ragtag wizard who
is unlike any of the men of
magic in the tales she's
heard. Still, she is drawn
to this mysterious man
who is fiercely protective

of her and so reluctant to
share his own past. The
pair rushes toward the
capital, intent to stop an
imminent war, pursued by
Reuel Dorwan (a dark
wizard who has taken a
keen interest in Sydelle)
and plagued by unusually
wild weather. But the
sudden earthquakes and
freak snowstorms may not
be a coincidence. As
Sydelle discovers North's
dark secret and the reason
for his interest in her and
learns to master her own
mysterious power, it

becomes increasingly clear
that the fate of the
kingdom rests in her
fingertips. She will either
be a savior, weaving
together the frayed bonds
between Saldorra and
Auster, or the disastrous
force that destroys both
kingdoms forever. From
the Hardcover edition.
Wyrde and Wayward
HarperCollins
Sometimes, you do not write
your story, it writes you.
You don't choose your story,
it chooses you. But would
you believe it if someone
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told you, 'This is Not Your
Story'? Would you have the
courage to rewrite it?
Shaurya, a CA student. This
is his story of following his
dreams. Miraya, an interior
designer. This is her story of
believing in love. Anubhav,
an aspiring entrepreneur.
This is his story of giving life
another chance. After her
record-breaking debut novel
Everyone Has A Story, Savi
Sharma tells a transforming
tale of courage, hope and self-
discovery.
The Winner's Curse
Etch/Clarion Books

Fran�oise Gilot's candid
memoir remains the most
revealing portrait of
Picasso written, and gives
fascinating insight into the
intense and creative life
shared by two modern
artists. Fran�oise Gilot
was in her early twenties
when she met the sixty-
one-year-old Pablo
Picasso in 1943. Brought
up in a well-to-do upper-
middle-class family, who
had sent her to
Cambridge and the
Sorbonne and hoped that
she would go into law, the
young woman defied their

wishes and set her sights
on being an artist. Her
introduction to Picasso
led to a friendship, a love
affair, and a relationship
of ten years, during which
Gilot gave birth to
Picasso’s two children,
Paloma and Claude. Gilot
was one of Picasso’s
muses; she was also very
much her own woman,
determined to make
herself into the
remarkable painter she
did indeed become. Life
with Picasso, written with
Carlton Lake and
published in 1961, is
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about Picasso the artist
and Picasso the man. We
hear him talking about
painting and sculpture, his
life, his career, as well as
other artists, both
contemporaries and old
masters. We glimpse
Picasso in his many and
volatile moods, dismissing
his work, exultant over
his work, entertaining his
various superstitions,
being an anxious father.
But Life with Picasso is
not only a portrait of a
great artist at the height
of his fame; it is also a
picture of a talented

young woman of exacting
intelligence at the outset
of her own notable
career.
The Girl Who Was on
Fire (Movie
Edition) Penguin
Enter the Graceling
Realm and let it
work its magic in
this unforgettable
novel from New York
Times bestselling
author Kristin
Cashore. When Queen
Bitterblue took the
throne of Monsea,
she was a child,

and her advisers ran
the kingdom for
her. Now she is
beginning to
question their
decisions,
especially how they
handle the legacy
of her father Leck,
who who ruled
through his Grace—a
special talent for
mind-altering—and
his taste for
darkness and
violence.
Bitterblue needs to
know Monsea’s past
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to lead it into the
future, so she
begins exploring
the city sreets at
night, disguised
and alone. As she
does, she meets two
thieves, who hold a
key to the truth of
Leck's reign. And
one of them, with a
Grace that he
hasn't yet
identified, holds a
key to her heart.
Bitterblue is a
gateway to the
Graceling Realm

that braids together
magic, memory, and
romance. Look for
Kristin Cashore's
highly-anticipated
return to the
Graceling Realm,
Winterkeep! "Some
authors can tell a
good story; some
can write well.
Cashore is one of
the rare novelists
who do both.
Thrillingly
imagined and
beautifully
executed,

Bitterblue stands as
a splendid
contribution in a
long literarly
tradition." —The
New York Times Book
Review on
Bitterblue *
"Brilliantly
detailed and
brimming with
vibrant and dynamic
characters." —SLJ,
starred review of
Bitterblue “There
are some books that
stick with you for
years, and Kristen
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Cashore’s Fire is
one of them.
Thoughtful, steamy
and completely
original, Fire is
YA fantasy at its
absolute
best.”—Sabaa Tahir,
author of New York
Times bestselling
Ember in the Ashes
on Fire A New York
Times bestseller
ALA Best Fiction
for Young Adults A
Publishers Weekly
Best Book of the
Year A Kirkus

Reviews Best Book of
the Year A BCCB
Blue Ribbon Title
The Lady Rogue New York
Review of Books
The highly anticipated next
book in the New York Times
bestselling, award-winning
Graceling Realm series, which
has sold 1.7 million copies. For
the past five years, Bitterblue
has reigned as Queen of
Monsea, heroically rebuilding
her nation after her father's
horrific rule. After learning
about the land of Torla in the
east, she sends envoys to the
closest nation there:
Winterkeep—a place where

telepathic foxes bond with
humans, and people fly across
the sky in wondrous airships.
But when the envoys never
return, having drowned under
suspicious circumstances,
Bitterblue sets off for
Winterkeep herself, along with
her spy Hava and her trusted
colleague Giddon. On the way,
tragedy strikes again—a
tragedy with devastating
political and personal
ramifications. Meanwhile, in
Winterkeep, Lovisa Cavenda
waits and watches, a fire inside
her that is always hungry. The
teenage daughter of two
powerful politicians, she is the
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key to unlocking
everything—but only if she's
willing to transcend the person
she's been all her life. The
Graceling Realm books are a
companion series, not direct
sequels, so they can be enjoyed
in any order.
Grave Mercy Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt
Legacy of Ash is an
unmissable fantasy debut--an
epic tale of intrigue and
revolution, soldiers and
assassins, ancient magic and
the eternal clash of empires.
A shadow has fallen over the
Tressian Republic. Ruling

families -- once protectors of
justice and democracy -- now
plot against one another with
sharp words and sharper
knives. Blinded by ambition,
they remain heedless of the
threat posed by the invading
armies of the Hadari Empire.
Yet as Tressia falls, heroes
rise. Viktor Akadra is the
Republic's champion. A
warrior without equal, he
hides a secret that would see
him burned as a heretic.
Josiri Trelanis Viktor's sworn
enemy. A political prisoner,
he dreams of reigniting his
mother's failed rebellion.

And yet Calenne Trelan,
Josiri's sister, seeks only to
break free of their tarnished
legacy; to escape the
expectation and prejudice
that haunts the family name.
As war spreads across the
Republic, these three must
set aside their differences in
order to save their home. Yet
decades of bad blood are not
easily set aside. And victory --
if it comes at all -- will
demand a darker price than
any of them could have
imagined.
Golden Girl Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers
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Neil Josten is the newest addition
to the Palmetto State University
Exy team. He's short, he's fast,
he's got a ton of potential - and
he's the runaway son of the
murderous crime lord known as
The Butcher.Signing a contract
with the PSU Foxes is the last
thing a guy like Neil should do.
The team is high profile and he
doesn't need sports crews
broadcasting pictures of his face
around the nation. His lies will
hold up only so long under this
kind of scrutiny and the truth will
get him killed.But Neil's not the
only one with secrets on the team.
One of Neil's new teammates is a
friend from his old life, and Neil
can't walk away from him a
second time. Neil has survived the

last eight years by running. Maybe
he's finally found someone and
something worth fighting for.
Dark Triumph Random House
“A swashbuckling
adventure.” —Booklist “A
rollicking Indiana Jones flick
with a female lead.” —BCCB
The Last Magician meets A
Gentleman’s Guide to Vice
and Virtue in this thrilling,
“breathless” (Kirkus
Reviews) tale filled with magic
and set in the mysterious
Carpathian Mountains where a
girl must hunt down Vlad the
Impaler’s cursed ring in
order to save her father. Some
legends never die⋯ Traveling

with her treasure-hunting father
has always been a dream for
Theodora. She’s read every
book in his library, has an
impressive knowledge of the
world’s most sought-after
relics, and has all the ambition
in the world. What she
doesn’t have is her father’s
permission. That honor goes to
her father’s nineteen-year-old
protégé—and once-upon-a-
time love of Theodora’s
life—Huck Gallagher, while
Theodora is left to sit alone in
her hotel in Istanbul. Until
Huck returns from an
expedition without her father
and enlists Theodora’s help in
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rescuing him. Armed with her
father’s travel journal, the
reluctant duo learns that her
father had been digging up
information on a legendary and
magical ring that once
belonged to Vlad the
Impaler—more widely known
as Dracula—and that it just
might be the key to finding
him. Journeying into Romania,
Theodora and Huck embark on
a captivating adventure
through Gothic villages and
dark castles in the misty
Carpathian Mountains to
recover the notorious ring. But
they aren’t the only ones who
are searching for it. A secretive

and dangerous occult society
with a powerful link to Vlad the
Impaler himself is hunting for
it, too. And they will go to any
lengths—including murder—to
possess it.
Z is for Moose Orbit
Two sisters must fight to the
death to win the crown in
this first installment of a
gripping, action-packed
duology set in an ancient
North African-inspired
fantasy world. Now in
paperback. Sixteen-year-old
Eva is a princess, born with
the magick of blood and
marrow--a dark and terrible

magick that hasn't been seen
for generations in the vibrant
but fractured country of
Myre. Its last known
practitioner was Queen
Raina, who toppled the
native royalty and massacred
thousands, including her own
sister, eight generations ago,
thus beginning the Rival Heir
tradition. Living in Raina's
long and dark shadow, Eva
must now face her older
sister, Isa, in a battle to the
death if she hopes to ascend
to the Ivory Throne--because
in the Queendom of Myre
only the strongest, most
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ruthless rulers survive. A
River of Royal Blood is an
enthralling debut set in a lush
ancient North African
inspired fantasy world that
subtly but powerfully
challenges our notions of
power, history, and identity.
Arm of the Sphinx A&C Black
Destined delivers all the romance
and action that fans expect as it
brings Aprilynne Pike’s Wings
series to a deeply satisfying
conclusion. Laurel used to think
she was an ordinary girl from
Crescent City, California. She
never would have believed she
was truly a faerie from a realm
called Avalon. Now Laurel must
risk her life to save Avalon from

destruction by Yuki—a rare and
powerful Winter faerie—and troll-
hunter Klea. But Laurel won’t
have to fight alone; David and
Tamani, two boys she loves in
different ways, will be by her side,
along with her best friend,
Chelsea. Readers of the Need and
Graceling series will want to
follow Laurel’s story from its
beginning in Wings to its heart-
stopping end in Destined.
Tender Morsels Gollancz
The Giver, the 1994 Newbery
Medal winner, has become one
of the most influential novels of
our time. The haunting story
centers on twelve-year-old
Jonas, who lives in a seemingly
ideal, if colorless, world of

conformity and contentment.
Not until he is given his life
assignment as the Receiver of
Memory does he begin to
understand the dark, complex
secrets behind his fragile
community. This movie tie-in
edition features cover art from
the movie and exclusive Q&A
with members of the cast,
including Taylor Swift, Brenton
Thwaites and Cameron
Monaghan.
Twilight Hachette UK
A gorgeous picture book that
tells a whimsical origin story
of the phases of the moon,
from award-winning,
bestselling author-illustrator
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Grace Lin Pat, pat, pat...
Little Star's soft feet tiptoed
to the Big Mooncake. Little
Star loves the delicious
Mooncake that she bakes
with her mama. But she's not
supposed to eat any yet!
What happens when she
can't resist a nibble? In this
stunning picture book that
shines as bright as the stars in
the sky, Newbery Honor
author Grace Lin creates a
heartwarming original story
that explains phases of the
moon.
Destined Random House
Books for Young Readers

A WOMAN UNLIKE ANY
OTHER, SHE WILL
CONQUER THE
UNCONQUERABLE AND
BE LOVED BY A MAN
WHO IS WORSHIPPED AS
A GOD. Based on a true story.
When her homeland is
conquered by the mighty
Alexander the Great,
Roxana--the daughter of a
mere chieftain-is torn from her
simple life and thrown into a
world of war and intrigue.
Terrified, the sixteen-year-old
girl of renowned beauty is
brought before the greatest
ruler the world has ever known.
Her life is in his hands; her

future his to decide. Without
formal education or noble
blood, Roxana is chosen by the
Greek conqueror to be his
bride. Soon she comes to know
profound happiness and
unyielding desire in her
warrior's arms. However, being
the king's consort comes at a
heavy price. To survive her
husband's treacherous
kingdom, she must endure
continuous warfare, deadly
plots, jealous rivals, victory-
hungry generals, and the stigma
of being a barbarian. Persian
blood will keep her from
claiming the grandest title of
all--queen--but her reign will
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seal the fate of an empire.
History tells his story. This is
hers.
Huntress Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers
The beloved New York Times
best-selling YA fantasy by
Kristin Cashore is now
available as a graphic novel,
with stunning illustrations by
award-winning artist Gareth
Hinds. Katsa is a Graceling,
one of the rare people born
with an extreme skill. As niece
of the king, she lived a life of
privilege until the day her
ability to kill a man with her
bare hands revealed itself
during a royal banquet. Now

she acts as her uncle's enforcer,
traveling the kingdom and
threatening those who dare
oppose him. But everything
changes when she meets Po, a
foreign prince Graced with
combat skills who is searching
for the truth about his
grandfather's disappearance.
When Katsa agrees to help
him, she never expects to learn
a new truth about her own
Grace--or about a terrible
secret that could destroy them
all. With "gorgeous storytelling"
(School Library Journal, starred
review) and characters "crafted
with meticulous devotion"
(Kirkus Reviews, starred

review), Graceling is a beloved
classic that has continued to
resonate with readers for over a
decade.
This Is Not Your Story
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
New York Times Bestseller
Spring 2013 Kids' Indie
Next List Sybella's duty as
Death's assassin in 15th-
century France forces her
return home to the personal
hell that she had finally
escaped. Love and romance,
history and magic,
vengeance and salvation
converge in this thrilling
sequel to Grave Mercy.
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Sybella arrives at the
convent’s doorstep half
mad with grief and despair.
Those that serve Death are
only too happy to offer her
refuge—but at a price. The
convent views Sybella,
naturally skilled in the arts of
both death and seduction, as
one of their most dangerous
weapons. But those assassin's
skills are little comfort when
the convent returns her to a
life that nearly drove her
mad. And while Sybella is a
weapon of justice wrought by
the god of Death himself, He
must give her a reason to live.

When she discovers an
unexpected ally imprisoned
in the dungeons, will a
daughter of Death find
something other than
vengeance to live for?
The Empire of Dreams Little,
Brown Books for Young
Readers
From acclaimed author
Mindee Arnett comes the
thrilling conclusion of the
stunningly epic, action-packed
fantasy adventure that’s been
called “a page-turning blend
of monsters, magic, and
romance” by Susan Dennard,
the New York Times
bestselling author of

Truthwitch. They call her the
Wilder Queen. It’s a title
given to Kate Brighton for her
role in the war between the
wilder rebellion and the Rimish
empire. It’s a title that was
hard earned: Kate may have
saved her people, but many
were lost in the conflict,
immortalized in the tattoos of
fire that grace her arms. And
it’s a title that Kate never
wanted. The rebellion may
have made a home for
themselves in a country that
wants to cast them out, but the
peace will never be safe while
Edwin, the illegitimate king of
Rime, sits upon its throne. And
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for that, the Wilder Queen must
keep hers. Now war is brewing
once again. Kate and her allies
receive word of a threat to their
ambassador in the Rimish
capital; meanwhile, across the
channel in Seva, an army is
being assembled to conquer
Rime—and a prisoner slave
named Clash may hold the key
to ending the conflict once and
for all. As enemies close in on
Kate and Clash from all sides,
they must choose where their
loyalties lie—with their people,
with their loved ones, or with
themselves. The epic story that
began with Onyx & Ivory
comes to a stunning conclusion

as acclaimed author Mindee
Arnett throws readers into a
beautiful, terrifying world
poised on a razor’s edge in its
struggle for survival.
The King of Attolia Simon and
Schuster
By scheming and theft, the Thief
of Eddis has become King of
Attolia. Eugenides wanted the
queen, not the crown, but he
finds himself trapped in a web of
his own making. Attolia's barons
seethe with resentment, the Mede
emperor is returning to the
attack, and the king is surrounded
by the subtle and dangerous
intrigue of the Attolian court.
When a naive young guard
expresses his contempt for the

king in no uncertain terms, he is
dragged by Eugenides into the
center of the political maelstrom.
Like the king, he cannot escape
the difficulties he makes for
himself. Poor Costis knows he is
the victim of the king's caprice,
but he discovers a reluctant
sympathy for Eugenides as he
watches the newly crowned king
struggle against his fate. Fans of
the Newbery Honor Book The
Thief and The Queen of Attolia
will recognize Megan Whalen
Turner's signature plot twists and
turns in the third exquisitely
crafted tale about Eugenides.
The Foxhole Court
HarperCollins
Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows
meets Kristin Cashore's
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Graceling, with a dash of Winter is
Coming, in this showstopping
debut YA fantasy--and recipient of
FOUR starred reviews! A Morris
Award Finalist for best debut
young adult novel! A Kirkus Best
Book of the Year! A Tor.com Best
YA SFF/Horror Book of the
Year! "One of the most stunning
debuts of the year." —Seventeen
The Age of Darkness approaches.
Five lives stand in its way. Who
will stop it . . . or unleash it? For
generations, the Seven Prophets
guided humanity. Using their
visions of the future, they ended
wars and united nations—until the
day, one hundred years ago, when
the Prophets disappeared. All they
left behind was one final, secret
prophecy, foretelling an Age of

Darkness and the birth of a new
Prophet who could be the
world’s salvation . . . or the
cause of its destruction. With
chaos on the horizon, five souls
are set on a collision course: A
prince exiled from his kingdom. A
ruthless killer known as the Pale
Hand. A once-faithful leader torn
between his duty and his heart. A
reckless gambler with the power to
find anything or anyone. And a
dying girl on the verge of giving
up. One of them—or all of
them—could break the world.
Will they be savior or destroyer?
Perfect for fans of Throne of
Glass, Children of Blood and
Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes.
Praise for There Will Come a
Darkness “A can’t miss debut

from an exciting new talent.”
–Kiersten White, New York
Times bestselling author of Slayer
“Even in a world filled with
graces and prophets, the real
magic of There Will Come a
Darkness is in how Pool has
crafted her heroes—messy,
flawed, and so beguilingly human.
I dare you not to fall madly in love
with all of them.” —Laura
Sebastian, New York Times
bestselling author of Ash Princess
* "A well-crafted, surprising, and
gripping start to a new trilogy."
—Kirkus Reviews, STARRED
review
There Will Come a Darkness
Penguin
Each night at precisely 4:33
am, while sixteen-year-old
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London Lane is asleep, her
memory of that day is erased.
In the morning, all she can
"remember" are events from
her future. London is used to
relying on reminder notes and a
trusted friend to get through the
day, but things get complicated
when a new boy at school
enters the picture. Luke Henry
is not someone you'd easily
forget, yet try as she might,
London can't find him in her
memories of things to come.
When London starts
experiencing disturbing
flashbacks, or flash-forwards, as
the case may be, she realizes it's
time to learn about the past she

keeps forgetting-before it
destroys her future.
A Big Mooncake for Little Star
Penguin
Zebra is absolutely certain he’ll
be able to direct everyone to
appear on the correct page, at the
appropriate time, without any
mishaps, unnecessary drama, or
hurt feelings. It’s an ABC book,
for goodness’ sake. How
difficult can it be? Oh, dear.
Zebra forgot about Moose. A
hilarious reinvention of the classic
alphabet book - not to be missed!
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